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HE KENYON COLLEGIA
A J ou-rnal of Student Opinion
Gambier,
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ENATE RELAXES ON WOMEN
ThOughIt has been fashionable in "cent yea" 10 recerve
'Ih cautious scrutiny the resolutions of the C~~~us Senate
nt developments point toward a new flexibility on the
th 1 g oup which may finally attract the student's
lOaf
r1 .
terest and al egrance.

., a result
• ., of

A'
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WRECKS
SEX HEX
LECTURES ON HOMOSEXUAUTY

B"d
B U,££I S
rt ge

H"

TITS FIRST MEETING of
new year, last Thursday, the
nate declared itself on several
ues of traditional delicacy. Most
ificantly, the group agreed to
" 0f
ider a "relaxation

Obio. January

the success of last

year's bridge tournament,
Ken.
yon's bridge players will participate in the 1966 national intercollegiate bridge tournament.
The
contest will be held on Sunday,
Feb. 6 , at 7 P.M. in Lower Dempsey and at the same time in eelleges throughout
the
country.
Last year, Kenyon's top scorers
were Doug Fritz and Ev Moffat,
who ranked Srd among the contestants
in the 13 colleges and
universities
near
Kenyon
that
participated.

Seven-hundred
Kenyon men crowded anxiously into Rosse Hall
earlier this week to hear a lecture delivered. by Professor Richard
Hettlinger entitled "Sex: All Male." Observers noted less of the cus..
ternary restive scratching and nodding over textbooks as Dean Edwards introduced the former Chaplain and now Associate Professor
of Religion with some Ievttous remarks about the so called "Gay
Life."

SPEAKING with the aid of a
public address system,
Mr. Hettlinger
delivered
what
Ill. b
d!
'
1 seemed to many the finest assembThere WI
e a
rscussron a
..
th
H
ly offenng In
ree
years.
e
Truman Capote's In Cold Blood commenced
rather
shockingly
men's hours on specified occanext 'phursday
evening at 8:00 in with the assertion, "Nearly a hunns, like Dance Weekends.
The
the Campbell-Meeker
Room
of dred of you here have experiencment provides for expansion
North Leonard Hall.
ed or will experience homosxual
thepresent hours to include the
contact leading to orgasm between
rniDg hours of Saturday and
THE BOOK ~ a factual docuthe ages of 16 and 20." The reday on Homecoming,
Fall
DR. FRANKLIN MILLER, tour. mentary of a mass murder in HoI· mainder of the address was an exthree
propositions
nee, Military Ball, and Spring
nament director at Kenyon, ex- combe,
Kansas ~ has inspired pansion on
which Mr. Hettlinger advanced as
nee Weekends.
Although at
plains that the contest consists of much interested comment since its
the truth about homosexuality: 1)
t one member of the Senate
18 pre-determined hands, and that publication two weeks ago. The
the players earn points both in discussion in North Leonard, a "Nobody in his senses will accept
Is that it is unwise to introduce
bidding and in play. The scores fraternity-sponsored
event,
will a homosexual way of life if he
cessive social contact between
also count in Kenyon's Intramural
be moderated by Professor Robert can avoid it. 2) the homosexual
sexes before the opening of
point contest. The entry fee is Daniel, Chairman of the English represents no danger to society,
and 3) No one within the normplanned women's college, the Workmen
are attempting
to, $1.00 per pair, and participants
Department, and will feature Proal
student age range has any rea.
are urged to place their entries ressors Alan B. Donovan and Proneral feeling of the Senate IS complete
renovation
of the with U_, Don Wh'le "I the Ath•• '"
son to conclude that his homosex...
..u
u
•
v
fessor
Joseph
Slate
as
particlI whatever rules liberalized old library
annex
this. week.
ual tendencies are basic and per,
Earlie.
In the week,
college
Iet ic Department as soon as pes- pants.
manent."
'Ii will be critically
tightened in
stble, although he will accept enIn the course of his disquisition,
70 so why not get while the workmen
moved the accounttries as late as the evening of the
John L. Owen, Vice President
tting's good, as it were.
tnq
and
treas.urer's
office game if the 12 tables have not al- of Psi Upsilon fraternity,
which Mr. Hettlinger aimed to correct
equipment,
files and other par- ready been filled. Competition is has lent its facilities for the event, several egregious canards which
The reason the agreement has aphenalia
from Ascension
Hall
announced that refreshments will pretend to a truthful account of
t been finalized in the form of a to the new offices. Work has expected to be fierce but non- be .,-'ed,
the condition of homesexuality.
VV.i~O~le~n~t':..
lution is that there remains begun
on the old accounting
_
He first discounted the widespread
e divergence on the point of and treasurer's
offices convertnotion that the homosexual's chief
luding both weekend days in inq them Into faculty
offices.
expression is anal
intercourse,
e rule change. As one inftuenWork was supervised
by the
stating that "most homosexuals
I Senator expressed it, "It is IH=i"g:bee:::::..::Co::::,~O=f:..::C=lc.~Vc.clcocncdc'__
by Charlel Spain Verral
receive their
satisfaction
from
cessary to maintain
a men's
In a marathon meeting of the Student Council last Monday night,
manual petting and oral-genital
rmltnry on Sunday morning."
Saga Manager Bill Boyer answered complaints about the food serv~ce. excitation," and pointing out that
He had been invited by Joseph Waldstein, the Archon representative,
these same practices are employ.
N ANOTHER DEVELOPMENT
after promised bi·weekly visits had failed to materialize.
ed by heterosexual
couples pre'ch t'efiects the Senate's firm
liminary
to
intercourse.
MR.
BOYER
DISCUSSED
at
you
lerve
noodle·based
dishes?
Iionality, the members concur·
The forth-coming Kenyon FilmHow many students do you
AFTER DEALING
Bm~FL y
with the Faculty Council's de- makers Festival sponsored by the length the results of last semes- ...
aesthetic
ionto refuse AFROTC's request Kenyon Film Society will be held ter's Food Preference Survey (see "think like noodle-based dishes?" with the questionable
article, page 4, Col 4, his atMr. Boyer replied "that, though nature of the homosexual's love,
r the cancellation of classes on on March 31 _ April 3. The three~ Saturday of Military
Ball part program will consist of a titude toward students ("my most he did not have statistics on how ("aestheticism is out of place unjob is to satisfy you often
the
menues
called. for less qualified by human
emoeekend.
retrospective showing of classical important
guys-Why
doncha try me out?") noodle·based
dishes, he thinks tion"), Mr. Hettlinger
declared
films,
showing
of
Mostof the Senate's recent ac- avant-garde
a sym- and his great pride that Kenyon that they are "a real fine luncheon that homosexuals "are not the ~er·
ity has been concerned with a film submissions, and
has been made a "two-man Saga item."
ious menace to society that they
view of the Rule of Behavior posium, after which will be an school." Mr. Waldstein then asked
AFTER A NUMBER OF COM- are frequently
suppo~ed, particaward
presentation
for
the
most
ntained in the Student Handhim a series of questions dealing plaints about the quality
of cer- ularly by the FBI, to be." Fur·
outstanding
independent
experi·
k. Besides revising the Prewith the standardised
menues tain dishes and the water to left· thennore. he said that homosex_
ble of the Rules to delete the mental film shown at the festival.
sent out from Saga national and over ratio of soup, Mr. Freeman
uals are no more prone than het·
rd "immorality" so that a stu·
COORDINATING
THE FES- the
preponderance
of noodle- inquired, "Why does the life span erosexuals to provoke the young
nlmay not be convicted unjusttival program are John C. Cocks, based dishes at lunch: "How often of the lettuce bug always seem to ~ as is widely believed ~ and
under this ambiguous category,
'66, president of the Film Society, do these menues call for noodle- mature at our lunchtime?"
defined homosexuals concisely as,
e Senate has not completed any and Carl Thayler, '68. The film based dishes? ...
How often do
(Continued. on page 4)
"ordinary males who react in difn scale overhaul. Only one judges will be Ann Guerin. film -,.ferent ways to their
common
". -cf'·'
'~'
·,t~~'
,~,
her minor change has been en- reporter
and reviewer for Life;
problems."
).
ed: fraternity
officers are no poet and £ibn critic David Oss·
;:,'
.;' ,.'
Mr. Hettlinger
dwelt at some
nger required by law to per· man, who is in charge of film,
i/l
',' ,3 length on present laws forbidding
rm the odious function of chas- drama, and literature for KPFK
homosexuality,
equating
them
g women out of the divisions radio in l.otl Angeles, and whose
with Southern segregation
stric(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on paqe 4)
..:
,4 tures in so far as they "unfairly
• <,~ penalize a minority
group."
He

I lifl1tJ2i::,i&;"ui,;;Jii:_,eC"',"",

I buggered

?

Capote, Anyone. I
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HERSHEY BARS DEFERMENTS
Recent reliable reports claim that General Lewis Hershey, the Di~
clorof the Selective Service Commission, is about ready to defoliate
e groves of academe.
ACCORDING TO THE
Qrk Times of 20 January,

NEW
many

aft boards across the nation are
ding it increasingly difficult to

I their

newly

d are therefore

raised

quotas

looking toward

·e classroom for potential
Whether college
'Ill be called, however,
up to GeneralHershey,
et to declare himself
€S.

int.

At a meeting

~raf-

students
is entire.
who has
on this

early last week
and Midwestern
gional Draft Board Directors,
nerat Hershey said that Selec·
~eService will probably reinlUte tests, class rank, or both
factors in granting college stu~dtsdefennents.
These criteria
been used for 10 years before

I the Eastern

1961, when the draft was momentarily relaxed by order of the late
President Kennedy.
IN HIS ARTICLE for the Times.
Jack Raymond stated that General Hershey, not a man to take a
charitable
stand
on anything
(witness
his condoning
of a
Michigan draft board's illegal reclassification of several anti-war
protestors), will probably decide
in favor of administering the tests
and that "it appears that only a
strong protest by coll~ge heads
and other educators will dissuade
him."
Local Dean of Students Thomas
Edwards, confronted
with
the
Times' observation, said that, "If
this does come about, we will
probably issue 8 statement.
It is
(Continued on pclQ'e4)

,"

(Continued

on page 4)

,,~ CEASER VICIT

'C

The Interfraternity
Committee
met last Monday night and elected
James Ceaser, '67, as chairman for
1966. Mr. Ceaser is also president
of the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity.
IN HIS VALEDICTORY
re'marks,
former Chainnan
Peter
White of Delta Tau Delta pited
the need for "a willingness
to
change and experiment"
on the
part of the Interfraternity
Committee to help Fraternities
maintain their influence at Kenyon.
Facing Mr. Ceaser are comprehensive measures to change rushing and pledging procedures, par.
ticularly 8 controversial
ruling
that would enable the Judicial
Board to rule
on rushing
and
pledging infractions. thereby t8k.
Recent film figure campaiqns
for inclusion
among Colleg- ing the responsibility
from the
,-.
S
Id lin f
hands of the !FC. Another maiar
ian cinema criticss Worst of the Year.
ee qu e es or '"lemon Iheagen d80 f teh IFC Is
screen enjoyment
- the Best and Worst of 1965, (18 selected
the completion of the President".
by Cinemarbtter John Cocks. paqe 3.
Handbook.
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On Academic Freedom

COLLEGIAN

JANUARY 28, 18

FROM OUR MAIL BOX

ON ATTENDANCE
.The move to bring the attendance requirement in line
with sane human thinking is rightly motivated. With hope,
the Campus Senate will recognize in its impending resolution that there is no necessary corollary between class attendance and academic performance.
In our opinion, any
professor who thinks so suffers from a large dose of insecurity.
AT PRESENT THE RULE READS-well,
nobody really
knows how the rule reads, since it has more interpretations
than one can follow with a good-sized computer. One professor will refuse to endure consistent absentees, while another will carryon despite them. And then there is the case
of the Basic Courses, which allows no more than 3 cuts per
semester per student.
The need for revision is manifest. They tell us that, as it
stands, each professor has the right to set his own attendance
requirements.
This leaves the student with the problem of
remembering the extent of his absentee life span in a maximum of 5 courses. Should a student cross his signals and bag
once too often in the wrong course, he must suffer penalties,
which are as diversely imaginative as the various requirements. The Basic Courses have been known to fine students
five dollars per indiscretion; other professors are reported to
have indulged in the questionable practice of docking grades
for each over-cut; the faculty members who maintain no set
penalty have mustered a catalogue of humbling stares which
they fire at the vacationing student in the corridors of As·
cension Hall
THERE ARE SEVERAL ALTERNATIVES for revision
now tentatively before the Campus Senate. One, suggested
by Professor Franklin Miller, calls for a list, similar to the
course selection program, on which the cut allowance for
each course would be advertised for the student's information. The natural effect of such a list, we feel, would be to
make some courses more attractive than others, provided, of
course, that the faculty were perfectly candid about such information.
Another alternative recommends the abolition of attendance requirements altogether.
This is patently unrealistic.
In order to call ourselves students, we must concede the
essential rudeness of cutting.
Intentional absence from a
class implies a student's judgement of the professor or the
subject. If his quarrel is with the subject, he does not belong in the class and should withdraw from it. On the other
hand, if a student skips class out of antipathy toward the
professor, he is making an unkind judgement of a professional who, by virtue of his training in the subject has a greater
right to demand the student's attention than the student has
to reject his professor's work.
BUT THIS IS NOT TO SAY that cutting is criminal or
that the present system should not be altered.
Given that
most professors begin to have their doubts after the third cut,
we would recommend that a definite and generous limit be
applied to all courses, say ten cuts per semester.
By our
calculations, this should provide the professor with a sizeable
attendance most of the time and should also grant the student as much latitude as he needs outside the classroom.
And what of possible penalties for over-cutting?
This is
the most difficult point for debate. Truly, most faculty members are loath to levy any brand of penalty; experience has
proven that those who attempt to penalize the student are
eventually dissuaded either by the student or, most often, by
their own reluctance to depersonalize their relationship with
the student. The only recommendation that we can make is
that the Campus Senate should find some way to make penalties for overcutting more explicit than they are now, and.
if possible, remove the punitive responsibility from the hands
of the professor.

We congratulate the Student Council for their overwhelming vote of support for the striking faculty and students of 51. Johns University.
THE MOVE, coming at a time when student discontent
provokes headlines and brainy forums, is therefore more than
ceremonial. And the fact that the Council voted support for
both students and faculty in their struggle for academic freedom demonstrates the pervasiveness of this hackneyed concept. We have seen in the past year how academic freedom
has been used and abused from Berkeley to Brooklyn both by
those who suffer from its denial and would like to see it expanded, and by those who do the denying.
THE ST. JOHN'S CASE is perhaps the most flagrant example of educational suppression on the part of a single
authority.
The Vincentian Order of the Roman Catholic
Church, which founded and manages the school's two campuses, has consistently demanded of its teachers and students
an extreme adherence to several primitive doctrines which
are antithetical to modern education. The faculty has never,
for example, been allowed a free choice of texts to be used
in the courses. All texts must be approved and checked
against the Index of the Roman Catholic Chureh-a
compilation of literature which includes, among other works, the
novels and stories of F. Scott Fitzgerald.
Furthermore, the
faculty of St. John's has never been permitted anything beyond token participation in the administration of the school.
Contrast that situation with the nealthy structure we have
here at Kenyon, where, over one hundred years ago, a President was exiled for refusing the counsel of his faculty.
TODAY AT KENYON it would be heresy to deny a faculty member his say in an administrative affair. The allowance of academic freedom at the professional level is beyond
question; indeed, the choice of texts is so wide, that we are
frequently given a gratuitous amount to read among critics
and scholars who have little to say and should be banned on
all counts of turgidity.
CLEARLY. THEN, we at Kenvon have a traditional
right
to frolic in an almost unlimited atmosphere of academic freedom. Our only quarrel with this situation is that it is taken
too much for granted and treated with nothing more than
THE WHOLE QUESTION of class attendance yields myceremony. It has been years since Kenyon has hosted a gen- riad observations about the classroom process which, weuine peace group or political club of anything other than a hope, the Campus Senate and Faculty Council will address
conventional affiliation. We are certain that each student on in their respective debates.
-R. G. F.
this campus is capable of acidic protest against something, so
The Collegian begins the New Year with a serious manw h y aren 't more par tiIsaDS s h u fflimg 0 f! thei
err b u tt s, d au bimg
placards with angry jibes at LBJ, and working out in front
power shortage.
Most of the material in this and past
of Cromwell House? Despite the comfort which this timeissues was produced by an energetic staff of no more than
less political void may bring some people, we feel that a little
10 fully active reporters and editors.
In order to continue our service to and entertainment of the community.
action along the po I··itical f ront wou Id b e 0f great entertain. t eIiigen t de b a t e.
we need an extra complement of staffers.
men t va Iue, bestd
eSI es provt idi109 a fie Id f or 10
DESPITE THE W1DESPREAD belief that the Colloq·
R
G
F
-.
.
.
IiIDillillilMi(ljjj·j{JiW!Iitliijjilili!lll~Sl#1jl}i!XJiSl~i3:ll;jj~~?IDifjj]grJilI'!!l:lil
ian happens automatically every two weeks, each issue in. t
valves an effort that sometimes depletes the physical and
Th e Kenyon Lor d s d roppe d stan d sat 26 .0 pOlO
S per game.
·
W
n·
k
F
Is
d
16·
tb
a close game with Oh 10
es·
IC
ox a 0 score
lD e academic endurance of the staff. Because of the inordin'
I·
f!
rt
ately small turnout of writers willing to contribute to this
leyan University, 80-,77 Iast La r d s OSlDg eo.
Tuesday
night.
Freshman
Tomorrow Dlqht the Lorda
year's volume, each editor has had to perform tasks never
guard John Dunlop scored 41 meet the Wabash quintet at ex~e.c~ed of editors in the past-typing,
marking copy, even
sohcltmg advert,·s,·ng
W
F
points for Kenyon, two short
ertheimer
leld House. The'
. 1e-game L or da' h opes may be bouye d d The Collegian
holds assignment meetings on the Monf h
ate
co ll'ege s smg
d·
scoring record. Dunlop hit 13 somewhat by the return of
ay succee mg each issue at 7:00 P. M. in the Faculty
of 20 from the floor and 15 of CaptalD Gene Harley. out
Lounge of Lower Dempsey Hall. Anyone interested in
16 from the foul line. Dunlop's with a knee Injury. to the ac.
working on the staff in any capacity during 1966 is welover-all scoring average now ttve IlDe-up.
I corned to attend these meetings.
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This is the age of demo~tr
lions and dramatics for any ~
one in which divine cOUrage
lacking in many quarters "
with the revolutionJsm jU~t'"
ound the corner tis not Shan
that such tactics are popularhe
line news the world Over. il
Yet the best news may nev
reach headlines. Such is conti
ning the Lord Jesus Christ"Vi
came into the world to saves·
ners, who made peace thruu
the blood of His cross, and v;
alone can change the ugly pi
ture and plight of our timeI
if any man be in Christ he is
new creature; old things are ,,,
sed away.
- <"
While many leaders heart!
indulge in their new found fa
and fortune as they proclaims
vation via such methOds;
heart of multitudes remain
same; not to mention the con
ttons outwardly which couldIII
be defined as anacnv in rna
cases.
In spite of good intentions;
money spent; the near fran
efforts of legislators and lawe
forcers, or even the lives yet
be given; the worse is yet to co
~orev~ry kingdom divided agail
Itself IS brought to desolation,a
they that take the sword sh
perish with the sword. Salv
tion is to be found in none
these for salvation is of the to
who once suffered. for sins;t
just for the unjust that He mi
bring us to God
As a Negro seeking not SY!
pathy or sensationalism, but
welfare of my fellow-traveller
eternity; who knows wltho
doubt that the Lord Jesus Dhri
who was delivered for our offe
ces, and was raised again for0
justification alone is the answ
and that men everywhere need
be reconciled to God who is
respecter of persons as only
love of Christ in the heart c
make the difference.
Prayerfully submitted
Sam Dalton
1331 West Evans Ave.

Denver, Colorado Be
Phone 935-3566

$2,500 Tiger In
Kenyon's Tank

Kenyon College received
check on December 21 for $2"
rrom the Esso Bducatton Found
tion. The unrestricted gran!w
presented to William Thorn
Kenyon Collegevice president I
development, by J. B. Foster,r
resentative from Humble Oil
Refining Company, an Essoaf
late.
GRANTS OF $2.348.000 to me

than 300 colleges and universif
and related educational instil
.ions and organizations throug
aut the United States were
nounced recently by the Esse
ucanon Foundation for the a
demic year 1965-66.
This brings to almost $19.5 II'
lion the amount the Esso Found
don will have contributed to SCI
)00 institutions of higher learn
during its first 11 years.
THE FOUNDATION

NOTED

its
report that it is endeavClr
to perform an increasinglyco
.;tructive role in the underw•ri..
f some of the costs 0f see iW
0
.iolutions to several proble.lJlS
:setting higher education.
M. L. H"dor and J. K. J."
.... and vice ch-:-.I
~......
son, chairman

II....':""
of the Esso Education Founda~
point out in the Foundation's
port that success in provid·
mo,o and '~'lee edu.",·onwill
a v,·tal fa.~tor,_ the-luI.." ,f
American...........
society.
I
'1NCREASED PRIVATE,.
sistance, including corporatesa
port, will also help to encourt
growth in initiative and indepe!l
J, ence," they write.
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S~APIRO ON SUSPENSIONS
1'0 the Editor:
The purpose of this
college,
Dean Haywood noted clearly at a
ludent Forum meeting last De~J)lber, is to bring together those
he wish to learn with those who
learned. With the passage of
iIllormation the former
become
ludents and latter
professors.
Shis is substantially
the picture
that Mr. Haywood outlined when
e stated ~s Concept of Kenyon
ollege, With one important warn'ng: the small college's adminisration is in existence
only beaUse it is needed by the students
nd the professors.
Thus the ad,
inistration's major task is to
eep the channels of information
pen. The Dean of the College,
en, seems to be recognizing the
act that the administration
at
eoyon and elsewhere should alfS help - and never hinder hestudent's relationship with his
rofessors.

KENYON

I
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THREE

SEXPERT HETTLINGER
PUBLISHES SEXPOSE
By his own admission, Professor Richard Hetthnger's in.
terest in sex originated "when I four years old or Younger.
Didn't yours?" However, it was not until three years ago that
this study of the subject entered an academic stage.

IN THE SPRING of 1964, Mr.
lain, and, most recently. as AssoHettlinger
delivered
a series of
ciate Professor
of Religion.
It
lectures before the Kenyon Chris;
was during his term at Chaptian Fellowship entitled "Sex and
lain that he first became aware of
the Single Student."
The lectures
the sexual confusion of the Amerwere lively, riddled with docuican male, especially on the topic
mentary anecdotes of all shades
of homosexuality.
"I find that
of blue, and followed by giggling
there is a great deal of primitive
question-and-answer
sessions.
In
knowledge
and
misinformation
reply to one student who revealed
about homosexuality,"
he says.
that sex to him was like putting
on a glove, Mr. Hettlinger replied,
IN AN ATTEMPT to erase some
"Well, if you respect
a woman of these canards, Professor Hettlike a piece of pigskin, I rather
linger last Tuesday delivered an
question your values."
address before a mandatory
asIndeed, Mr. Hettfinger has aer- sembly of Kenyon men. The talk
ious doubts about the sexual en- was called "Sex-All Male"; Mr.
Hettfinger denies that it was molightenment of the average undergraduate male, doubts which he tivated by any problem with hohas expressed at great length in mosexuality, acute or subtle, prea book entitled Livinq With Sex, sent on the Kenyon campus. "As
far as Kenyon is concerned, the
an expansion
on his lectures
DISCIPLINE is the adminisproblem
is, surprisingly, not widewhich
will
be
published
sometime
ration's sole right of direct, imspread.
However, studies of stu.
ediate interference into the ace, in the next few month by Seabury
dents
have
revealed that a numPress.
The
title
of
the
book
was
ernieprocess. When the powers of
scensiOnHall feel that there is a to have repeated that given his ber of students go through a good
erious disruption of life on cam- lectures, but the publishing firm deal of anxiety over their sexual
There is some reaus, they make a further disrup- objected on the grounds that Het., orientation.
son to think that a certain num,
ionand justify it in the name of tlinger's work would be confused
find themselves
with books bearing similar titles ber of people
isclpline. In such an instance,
hey reason, two wrongs-the
sec- by Helen Gurley Brown and Dr. forced by social pressures into a
Albert Ellis. The caution of the homosexual milieu."
being probation, suspension,
firm perturbed
Mr.
Though
the chapters
of his
r expulsion make things as publishing
Hettlinger,
who
says,
"I
would
book which deal with heterosexight as they could be, under the
uality include documentary
eviiven circumstances.
Both
the be perfectly happy to be confused
ature of the disciplinary
action with those authors, for the ob- dence drawn from Mr. Hettling.,
ad each dlspension
of it should vious reason that the book would er's career in education. (he has
sell more copies."
dedicated the book to the grade made with care and certainty.
SOME
PRE - PUBLICATION
uating class of 1964) he confesses
t Kenyon. with the exception of
glimpses of Living With Sex will that his treatment of homosexual.
he wishes of a few headstrong
be published in the trade maga- ity derives mostly from "second
uritans on last year's Judicial
in the hand" sources. Not once in the
nard, punishments
have
been zine, Sexoloqy, probably
February number. The final title course of his research did he conairly dealt.
was chosen by Professor. Hettling, front an actual homosexual. NevThere is, however, one penalty
er's wife; it was originally used ertheless, his views on homosexftkted upon
students
which over a review of sex books in The
uality in society. like his attitude
hawshow an administration
can London Observer.
toward heterosexuality,
reflect the
aintain itself in a position suMr. Hettlinger, a lordly looking rational tolerance of most erudite
rior to the educational
pro- native of Buckinghamshire,
Eng- observers. Even though, his postsses which it is supposed
to land with a ruddy
complexion
me is atypical considering that he
intain. This penalty is sus- and thinnig hair, has been esseis an ordained clergyman, charged
sion, which deprives the stu- ciated with Kenyon for 6 of his 45
with upholding the Christian view
ent of all college privilegesyears. An Episcopalian minister,
of the sanctity
of male-female
eluding the right to be on cam- he has served the college as Chap,
companionship.
How does Mr.
us-for a short, specified duraon of time. For a period from
days to two weeks, usually,
e offender receives no credits
by 10M C. Cocks
r class attendance, no credit for
THE FOLLOWING LISTS and comments have been comepers or tests due during that
me. In addition, he is not al- piled with no particular order in mind, save for the first five
wed to even attend classes-a-but or six selections.
There has been no attempt made to write
·hy? Why must the administraany kind of definitive appraisal; rather, this all should stand
on find itself in the seemingly
as a kind of barometer and as a retrospective on the year,
ntradictory and absurd position
an
indication and rememberance of films that, for one reaI telling the student that he can.
01do exactly what the adminisson or another, are not likely to be very shortly forgotten.
atlcn is supposed to promote his
THE PLEASANTEST MEMORIES,
oing?

:re

ad

Professor Richard Hettlinger, former Chaplain, haa performed
a great service to the undergraduate community with his
work on sex enlightenment. The Collegian salutes him.
Hettlinger
reconcile his personal
beliefs with his theological obligations?
"MY PERSONAL
CRITIQUE
of a great deal of ignorant rmsunderstanding
of homosexuality
is inconsistent with what I take
to be the Christian view of man,"
he admits.
"But my line on this,
on the whole, is bound. I rather
hope to raise a storm in Episcopalian circles.
. I believe that
my approach to sex has religious
bases, but the deductions that I
make from these bases differ from
the traditional"
Mr. Hettlinger has an unshake ,
able respect
for the
inviolate
rights of the undergraduate.
and
he has long pushed strongly for
the maintenance
of these rights
from his seat on the Campus Senate. It was he, for example, who
argued for the deletion
of the

Film Judge Criticules 'Knack' -Calls

1. Aiphavllle (Godard)
2. To Die in Madrid (Rossif)
THE STUDENT IS PUNISHED
Ylosing credit in his classes for
3. Repulsion (Polanski)
e specified period of time. He4. Mickey One (Penn)
iVingD's for two weeks' work,
5. Juliet of the Spirits (FelIini)
elUding papers and tests, ill a
6. Darling (Schlesinger)
nsider'lble
punishment.
But
7. Un Coeur Gros Comme Ca (The Winner)
ese are the limits to which the
ministration must confine it·
(Reichenbach)
in dealing out suspensions.
8. Variety Lights (FelIini)
eir function is not to interfere
9. Chronicle of a Summer (Rouch and Morin)
'th the meeting of student and
10. Nobody Waves Goodbye (Owen)
fessor. It would be another
11. The Spy Who Came In From the Cold (Ritt)
lter if the student's presence in
class were offensive to the pro.
12. Dr. Zhivaqo (Lean)
or; then it would be the proIT WASN'T. AS YOU may gather from the above, a very
Ssor's Privilege, after a warn·
good
year for the home team. Several of the domestic prog,to eject that student from his
ducts
tried hard enough: Cat Ballou was a pleasant surprise,
Utse. But if the administration
but
the
novelty soon became forced and the satire rather obkg to discipline an individual,
t the administration
stick to the vious, although Lee Marvin managed to salvage or at least
of punishment
which is its make tolerable his scenes; The Pawnbroker, which must now
siness: credit and credits.
Let
join the ranks of Black Orpheus and David and Lisa as everye stUdent who has been temparily Suspended go to clas~es: body's favorite "art" movie, took itself just a bit too seriouslY
~hJ'on'sschedule offers precious
and got almost immediately carried away with its own fran'R dass hours anyway. This may
tically inflated sense of socio-psychological importance. Ritt's
fa slllall matter concerning only The Spy Who Came In From the Cold might never have made
tffW; but, if only for their sake,
the list in a year in which American cinema had come within
the Suspended student remain
~Udent,on campus and in class even reasonable distance of its full potential, and appears here
ere he belongs.
now as much as anything out of a sense of chauvinism and
IUCharcl Shcrpho, '68 the nagging, if somewhat optimistic belief that we must be

word 'immorality"
from the pre.
amble to the College Rules 01' Bebevier. His views on women
visitors
in dormitories
occupy
some half-way
mark
between
strict institutional
thought
and
student
hedonism.
"On
the
whole," he opines on the apparent
tension
between
the
college's
rules and the student's sexual as.
pir-ations, "the role of the college
except in circumstances
where
blatant damage can be done to an
I individual or the group, should be
to allow the student as much freedom as possible."
No one can gauge the extent to
which Professor
Hettlinger
will
succeed in his effort to educate
students into living more knowledgeably with sex, but it is certain
I that the former chaplain's unique
mission will be rewarded
with
more than casual attention.

I

I

It Very Worst

doing something right. It occurs to me, though, that The Spy
is not a terrible lot better than the kind of thriller Hollywood
used to be able to turn out without half trying during the
high Forties. Mickey One, on the other hand, a new and very
exciting kind of film for big American production, despite
some rather painful flaws, has been generally sloughed off
and ignored. It played, I think, for about two weeks in New
York; at its best, which was very fine indeed, it deserved at
least to change audiences - and box-offices _ with The
Pawnbroker.
LIMITATIONS OF SPACE and time, sadly, do not allow for even a cursory discussion of the majority of the films
on the list, although it should be mentioned that selections
7,8 and 9 are not, strictly speaking, new films; they were only
newly released over here this year, but do still deserve some
mention in any list of the films of the year that pretends to
be at all inclusive. Most of the rest of the films are stiB a;round, and I recommend them to you, with few, if any, reservations, at your earliest convenience.
A BRIEF PEEK at the face of hell:
1. The Knack (Lester)
2. The Sandpiper (Minelli)
3. Thunderball (Young)
4. The Loved One (Richardson)
5. Italiano Brava Gente (De Santis)
6. The Collector (Wyler)
7. The Yellow Rolls Royce (Asquith)
8. Marriage Italian Style (De Sica)
9. The Great Race (Edwards)
10. What's New, Pussycat? (Donner)
11. Lord Jim (Brooks)
12. Shakespeare WaIlab (Ivory)
SINCE THIS SECTION always causes the tearing of hair
and the gnashing of teeth, a brief word of explanation is due.
Tony Richardson (No.4) used to be the most overworked,
ICoDiiDued on Pll98
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Apple Pie Will
Do the Trick!

SEX t:ONTINUED
(ContiDued from paqe 1)
defended the homosexuals' right
to engage in private practices not
harmful to others on the grounds
that this is their constitutional
guarantee. To further his argument, Mr. Hettlinger noted that
"both the Church of England and
the Roman Catholic Church authorities have supported and continue to support changes in the

All those who spent half an
hour registering their shades of
preference on Saga's gustatory
lottery last semester will be pleased to know that the tally has finally come in. (However, Mr. Beyer eliminated in advance ques~

I

laws."

THE BODY OF MR. HETTlinger's talk was a fairly hortatory
approach to homosexuality, urging "the student who fears he may
be homosexual or is attracted by
the Gay Life" to "explore every
avenue to heterosexuality and a
normal life." To support this recommendation, Mr.Hettlinger drew
a vivid portrait of the desperate
and solitary life led by a homosexual. He read several passages
from John Rechy's City of Niqht.
a mild celebration of the homosexual way of life, and characterized the depth of the homosexual
experience as"a genital-to-genital,
rather than person-to-person reIationship," In summary Mr. Hettlinger warned that "the man who
seeks to cultivate his leanings is
very certainly entering a fool's
paradise."
Mr. Hettlinger then moved on
to explain how homosexuals are
born, or grow, or become. After
Pointing out by means of a chart
that·250 of every 500 college men
nave- had a homosexual expertence before adolescence, 100 between the ages of 13 and 15, and
83 between 16 and 20, he assured
the assembly that "there is no
necessary
connection between
overt homosexual experience in
early adulthood and permanent
homosexuality in later life." Furthermore, Mr. Hettlinger
said
that, should a man submit totally
to his homosexual impulses before
the age of 25, his chances for cure
are good, but, he cautioned, "once
firmly implanted, homosexuality
is not easily cured and indeed becomes intractable."
IN CONCLUSION, MHo HETTlinger emphasized what appears
to be the overwhelming opinion of
his three-year public dissertation
on sex: only a frank and honest
attitude toward sex on the part
of the family and society will prevent deviation and general sexual
unhappiness. He declared that it
is society's obligation to "disseminate to you-the
kind of men
who have the potential of going
one way or the other - information the kind of which I have
delivered here." Mr. Hettlinger
invoked the title of his'forthcoming book as he told the audience
that he was out to help them in

Lt==Y=I=nq==W=U=h=S=.X=.
====::==',
TYPING
Mrs. John Ackerman
Telephone 392-8458
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DR, WARNER, I PRBJ'UME?
by Ch<ules Spain verrct
This winter is Hoyt Landon Warner's twentieth in Gambier. For much of this time he has been Henry M. Weaver
Memorial Professor of History; for all of it, he has been
known for his indefinable aura of dynamic enthusiasm.
RECENTLY, PRO F E S S 0 R
Warner returned from Nigeria
where he visited his son and

I

I

FILM FESTIVAL

(Con!inued from page 1)
criticism has appeared in The
daughter-in-law who are teach- Floating Beat; and Peter Sourian,
ing West African history
and novelist (The Gate), and writerFrench for the Peace Corps. in-residence at Bard College.

Though they spent most. of their
Cocks and Thayler expect that
time in Eastern Nigeria, the War- over one hundred films will be
ners were "very much aware" of. submitted for competition. The
violent political controversy and films are approximately five to
ten minutes long. The first prize
"endemic rioting" which swept will be three. hundred dollars.
th
ewes t ern sec ,.,IOn owar d the Funds to support the festival have
en d 0f thei
err sta y an d ell lmirnated
e been raised by the Film Society
in an unsuccessful coup on J an- through the Special Projects Fund
uary 15 .
and private donations.
At one point, as they were drtving from Omou to Ibadan (the
capital of the West), the Warners
were stopped by twenty-five men
"pretty high on palm wine" who
mistook them for members of the
party in power. The men "brandished guns, yes, shotguns." LuckiIy, Professor Warner had taken
the precaution of bedecking his
car with palm fronds, the symbol
of the dissident party and its Ieader, Awo. Arter shouting "Hooray
for Awo" and "palavering for five
minutes," he was able to arrange
to buy his freedom with a ransom
of two shillings.
THESE WERE NOT the only
Nigerians Professor Warner met.
He also visited a Bexley alumnus,
the Reverend Moses Oyinlade and
was even granted an audience
with the Oba of Benin. Though
the Oba is a tribal leader without
formal political power, he represents a dynasty which began in
1170 and "he carries the prestige
"" tb earW
of th e pas.t," He served
ners slices of Kuola nut, a "pepyou-uPper" and discussed space
exploration, having recently been
visited by two of the astronauts
land given a model of the Gemini
capsule.
Upon returning to Gambier, the
Warners were interviewed by the
Mount Vernon News, principal
publicity source of the College,
which featured their trip on page
one.

AND

FINEST

SKI

RESORT

THE FESTIVAL WILL BEGIN
Thursday evening, March 31, with
a retrospective showing of classtical avant-garda
films. Among
the films that will be shown are
"Window Weder: Baby Moving,"
by Stan Brackhage, and "Scorpio
Rising" by Kenneth Anger. Both
Brackhage and Anger have won
considerable acclaim at film restivals in New York and Los Angeles.
Approxim.ately flfty films submitted for judging will be viewed
on the afternoons and evenings of
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. On
Sunday evening, April 3rd, the
judges will hold a symposium on
the experimental film and an award presentation. Admission for
the entire four-day event will be
three dollars, and for any single
event, one dollar.·
There is some doubt in certain
circles in Gambier as to whether
Kenyon is large enough to sustain
a full-fledged film festival of this
type. Despite the efforts of Mr.
Thayler and the support of the
Special Projects Fund, the Fes~
tival people have been hampered
by little support from the college,
a low budget and small organization. Few people, however, question the festival's potential for
success. Reputable film festivals
are scarce and Kenyon's might
well receive national or perhaps
even international attntion.

Senate
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page

ALTHOUGH. THE ACTUAl.
results are classified because Of
their "highly confidential" nature
(Continued from paqe 1)
In response, Mr. Boyer analysed the Collegian is authorized to re:
the seasonal nature of lettuce print a standardised news release
bugs and lamented over the pub- from Saga-national
lic display of disgust indulged in
"The 'old favorites' have won a
by a student earlier in the year
new
vote of confidence on UIis
when he found
one crawling
year's Food Preference Survey
through his salad. He revealed
that during "peak" seasons, let. reports dining hall manager Bill
tuce is soaked in brine for over Boyer. Most Kenyon College

four hours to kill worms. Mem- boarders indicated their favorite
bers of Council were unable to luncheon entrees to be hot beef
hamburgers and BLT's with i~
pin him down about exactly what
cream as an accompanying desert
this treatment does to the lettuce
For
the perfect dinner, a menu
or what attempts are made to
of
tossed
salad, broiled steak
remove the carcasses.
french-fried potatoes and appl~
IN ANSWER TO INQUIRlES
pie will do the trick! Also rateli
from Mr. Butt, the representative
high on the survey were cheese.
from Sigma Pi, Mr. Boyer said
burgers, spaghetti and meat sauce
that he has finally ordered more
and brownies for lunches and
pitchers, though they are "real
roast beef, fried chicken and ice
expensive," and does not expect cream sundaes at dinner time.
any more nightly shortages.

Another series of questions
rrom Mr. Waldstein, about the difference in meat content between
spaghetti with meat balls and
spaghetti with meat sauce prompted Mr. Boyer to expound at
length on his opinion that they
are both "real fine items" and to
contend that while there is less
meat in meat sauce than in meat
balls, there is less sauce served
with meat balls than with meat
sauce.
AMID GENERAL PUZZLEment, Mr. Boyer finally agreed to
turn to the principal concern of
the Student Council members: the
reputed poisioning of ever thirty
students by shrimp served on the
Friday before vacation.
Though Dean Edwards had been
unable to find anything common
to the sixteen men he interviewed
at the infirmary except thir consumption 0:1' shrimp and though
nurse Payne admits that she has
never heard of exactly such
symptoms occuring simultaneously except in cases of food poisoning, Mr. Boyer vigorously denied
the possibility that his food could
be the culprit. He claimed to
know of several students who
were ill without eating shrimp
and labeled the cause of the epidemic "something we'll never
know."
THOUGH;THE COUNTY MEDical Board found nothing exceptional about the shrimp samples
submitted to them by Mr. Boyer
it has been revealed that no phy:
sidan could be persuaded. to see
any of the students aHIict:ed and
thus no exact analysis is possible.
Nurse Payne has refused to re~
veal her treatment on the grounds
that "you can get sued for these
things."
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• lighted for Nigh! SkIIng
• N,tion,l Ski Patrol
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• Complete Ski Shop
• Rental Ski •. 0001•. Pole.
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Disarming Debate
by Anthony

('if

71 & OhiolJ

•

bt ~

J. LoBello

At a meeting held during the
last week before the Christmas
holiday, the Kenyon Debate Society elected new officers to head
the club for the remainder of the
academic year. Howard Levy, '61,
was elected President, Jeff Butz,
'69} secretary, and Steve Lands·
man, '69, treasurer.

ON JANUARY 19, the Society
made plans to participate in debate tournaments at Oberlin and
Western Reserve Colleges in February, and to put on an exhibition debate on the question of
nuclear disarmament
under the
sponsorship of the InternationQ
Relations Club. This debate is
'planned for late February.

Getting Drafty?
(Continued from paqe I)
unfair for students in some vel)
competitive colleges to be classi
fied in the lower half of the'
classes, while those at the large
universities, though probably 1
:qualifted, are classified higher,"

----:--:;:::::=,--------

1)

after the witching hour has
struck. That obligation has joined the ranks of "personal responsibility," already occupied by the
drinking regulations. The only
social duty along these line, th"
remains with the fraternity 0:1'.
ficers is the job of clearing all
w.omen. guests from division
lounges after parties.
TWO ITEMS ON THE SEN.
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9 WEST VINE STREET
MOUNT VERNON. OHIO

Want Lists Cordially

FREE f.ldor

160_Man.field,
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SHOW TRAilS SKI AREA
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On the Square, Mt. Vernon

The Collegian has learned that
several items were found highly
unsatisfactory.
They include:
elephant scabs, pork, lirna beans
and casseroles.

THE DEAN WENT ON to ex

What will be the effect on Ken
yon should the tests be adJnlll
Dean Edwards is v
.optimi,ti .. on thl, point. "It th
'tests are - administered, verY f
students will be drafted. That
unless the international sltUll·
,••
changes. r think, though, 'II'"
most of our students would
very .highly 'on 'that tesl"

: ~~"w~~~~i~gR;:~I:~~~1

Bud - Hank - Charlie

"NUMBER ONE
HONORS
in vegetables went to corn and es
,a closing note, Kenyon College
beef eaters prefer their meat med.
him. For those gourmets Who
wish a more complete report,
Manager Bill Boyer invites youttl
stop by his officeor see him in the
dining room for the full story."

ate's lilgenda are certain to attract
PHONE 397-1931
the student's interest. The first is
,'r'"_"_"_"_'_O'_'_'_'_'_'"_'
'-lla review of the present regula-I;-================;!:istered?
tions governing f1.reanns, which
Rair', .D.RY CLEANING
0 . G averlC,
. k C.••
PP
Dean Edwards proposed at the
3 west high street
last meeting; another is a :l'orthPORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY
coming statement aimed at cor~
Mount Vernon
31 E. G·am b'ler St., Mt. Vernon
rec t·mg th e presently confused
Shirt Laundering II Specialty
situation of the college attendance
392.1057
____________
-11 rules.
'
.

• Swi"B.rntodge
• 1101Food. De."rag..

• 11.11Dooble Ch.ir till

SHOP

tionnaires with write-in invect~
They will be disappointed to
know that primary attention will
be focused on whether an item
was found acceptable or better by
over 70% of those answering th~
questionnaire.

Invited

• TwoNewT·Ba,lilts

BARBER

=

plain how the present SY
works. "If a local board wants
draft someone," he said, "th
will change a student's status
then they put the burden of p
upon the student. He then has
U
get testimony :l'rom the co eg
supporting his good standing. VI
have been very helpful in thisre
.sped, drafting letters and
:forth."

NEWliftS/NEW Siapes/NEW Excitement!

CURTIS HOTEL

1966

Food Feud

(Continued hom
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Dirt Hurts Matmen
by Phil Sluap
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Kenyon Five Breaks Down
On The Road, Drops Three

Swimmers Whip Hiram Terriers

The Kenyon tankers, rebound- men Paul
McCormiCk. ,JDave
.Kenyonwrestling team suiing from a 15 point:loss at the Doyle, and Phil Smith played big
e a 27-11 defeat in a match
hands of the Mid-Anierican Con, troles in amassing Kenyon's point
Oberlin on January
22.
Over the holidays, the Lord basketball team won a couple, Ierences Bowling Green. thrashed, 'total. McCormick, the only double
dicappedby the loss of injur- lost a couple, and got a little seasoning.
Reporting
back to visiting Hiram College 63-32. Thel -wtnner of the afternoon, posted
ptain Bill Judson and freshwin over the Terriers was the' victories in the 50 yard freestyle
Gambier
on
December
26,
the
Lords
conditioned
themselves
Mike Brown, the Lords
Lords' second consecutive Ohio and the 100 yard freestyle. Doyle
Tournament
in Syracuse,
New
ed victories in only three for the LeMoyne Christmas
Conference win of the season and finished second in the 200 yard
York, December
29 and 30. The trip to LeMoyne proved their second win in five overall 'freestyle and won a first in the
ht classes.
two, one to LeMoyne,
~SHMAN
BOB
GLAD· to be a lemon as the Lords dropped
meets.
~
'200 yard butterfly. Smith swam
weighing 123 lbs., pinned 84-73, and the other to Southwest
butterfly in Kenyon's winning
Texas State 92-72.
EVEN THOUGH THE LORDS
"ponent to net the team 5 of
COACH
BOB
HARRISON through Texas and Mexico next juggled their lineuPi and swam medley relay team and grabbed
u points. Mark Hanlon. at blamed lack of practice, the long Christmas vacation.
off second place behind Doyle in
many of their swimmers in events
WOnhis individual match on trip to Syracuse, and, especially,
Returning from their abortive in which they normally did not the 200 yard butterfly.
IS, 6-0.
In the heavyweight the poor officiating, as the causes coup of Eastern teams, the Lords
The greatest victory of the af,
sophomore Ed Gaines won for the Lord mishaps. "If we met some teams more in their participate, Kenyon won 10 out ternoon and of the entire swimpoints. 4-2. Barry Burkhardt, played LeMoyne 'on our own court style, and won. The Lords sneak- of 11 events. The' only event ming season to date for Kenyon
and Mike Ulrey, 167, were with our referees," Harrison said, ed by Cleveland State, 77-75, on which the Lords lost was the div- was Larry Witner's fantastic reced by their opponents. Nor- "we would have beaten them by January 14; and the next day they ing, but Hiram does boast the de. ord swim in the 200 yard free,
Hartzel weighing in at 130, 20 points." Kenyon's outspoken roared back to bury Baldwin- fending champion in diving if style. An All-American in prep
nothing else. Kenyon also won six
Grieser at 137, Gary Nave at mentor feels that officiating is not Wallace, 82-72.
school, he splashed through the 8
out of ei'gllt possible second places
and John Lowey at 117, all unifonn across the country, and
Travelling closer to home, on to completely dominate the meet. lengths in 1:25.5 seconds. Paced
and challenged by no one, Witner
on points.
that, as a result the Lords suffer. January 18, the Lords met MusachRichard Watts attributes "The Midwest plays better than kingum and blew a big one 73-70.
Coach Russell stacked his line- broke the old record set by his
loss,and also a previous one the East because we are more ag- It was a weird game; the Kenyans up with freshmen who performed roommate, Paul McConnick, who
nioWesleyan on December 8, gressjve here due to more free- built up a 39·32 halftime lead, and excellently and accounted for 43 swam a 1:56.5 earlier in the sea10recurrent injuries which dom." Disgusted, Harrison hopes then let it go, and Forward Terry of Kenyon's total 63 points. Fresh· son. Witner's time also broke the
e plagued the SQuad in past that the team can take a cage tour Pannelee got the thumb from the
old Shaner Natatorium record of
referees for fighting.
ensand to a lack of wrestlers
1:55.5 set in 1965, and his time was
e upper weight classes. Bill
When Hothead Parmelee isn't only .3 of a second off the Ohio
Isonis presently disabled with
busy exchanging blows, he tickles Conference record,
paration of the ribs from the
THE
KENYON
WINNERS:
the twine quite often. The Gold·
urn. Mike Brown with lacen Boy from Parma, Ohio, is sixth 400 medley relay - Crawford,
Last Saturday
night, under the siege of heavy snow and in Conference scoring. The Lords' Kalmbach, Smith, and Wright; 200
ons of the face, and Pete Setwilhlacerations of the lip are poor officiating, Kenyon kayoed Hiram in a double-overtime
big gun, however, remains six- yard 1M - Hale; 200 yard backinjured. The coach feels that squeaker, 77-76, The game :featured a scoring duel between
foot guard John Dunlop.
The stroke-Grawford;
500 yard freeparticipation of these men in
"Coshocton
Kid"
is nursing a 24- style - Telling; 200 yard breastKenyon's John Dunlop and Hiram's Jim Warsteller,
the secmatch would definitely have
point game average, good for the stroke - Munger; 400 yard freein the conference,
ed Kenyon in a winning po- ond and third leading scorers, respectively,
nwnber two spot in the confer- style relay-Wright,
Doyle, Held,
Dunlop won 34-27.
ence scoring derby .
er, Evans.
n.
1m: PROBLEM OF A LACK THE LORDS HELD a tight lead
'restlers in the upper weight
throughout most of the first half,
ses is very significant. Five
concluding with a 38-31 nod at
by" Stne Bowen
Is were granted Oberlin for a
the halfway mark. The home
At one of its recent meetlnqs. the Campus Senate appolated a com. sor Stuart McGowan of the Polltleit because of Kenyon's inwho was
crowd became a little huffy at the mittee and charqed its members with the la.,.estlgatlon of defunct cal ScienceDepartment
ityto place a man at 191 Ibs.
an
Alpha
Delt
during
the 20'8.
referees' calls, and as the refs left campus traditions.
8ince Ibis mo.,.e impn .. a rntoratioD. of lOme
shortage of wrestlers is a
the court for a halftime breather, of then artifact ... Collegian reporter 8tne Bowen undertook to dis. said that the violent aspect of
lemthat greatly hindered last
Kenyon's fraternities started to
the fans gave them a big loud CO't'8I' which tradition. are reconrabl .. Here is hla reportl
'ssquad as well. Coach Watts
wane during his undergraduate
raspberry.
1'111a: va:Y YOUAlIE_yoa -.
Is out that, "In over half ot
AM I drlDIl: wlua·... I _,
days, and that at this time t.he
Utilizing a full court press
9 losses last season, lighter
And nNe'"
I Bad a lItW
fraternities turned from IntellectI _
alWCl:J'll drlaJI: my IlL
ght class victories put Ken- Hiram quickly made up lost
ual to social "conformity."
'
I'm
a
9C'Y old E.ayO*' _
ahead by a comfortable mar- ground in the second half. Wars·
So menlIy ebIq we l1li to DEE
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(Continued

COLLEGIAN

pClge 3)

overwrought and overpraised film
director around, and it's good to
see he's finally getting some hot
competition from
Mr. Richard
Lester, whose Helpl
and The
Knack showed that he has the
technique
the timing
and
the
hysterical'logic
to make ex~elle~t
comedies. He has everythm~, m
fact, except a sense of humor. It
is good to see, too, that the James
Bond cycle is at long last bulgmg
at the edges and bursting at the
seams: Thunderball was a dreary,
repititious melange of everythmg
we've seen Bond do before, but
this time, somehow, it all seemed
even more
self-conscIOus
and
puerile.

I
I
I
I

I
I
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I
L - - - - -;;::::'~":::=~

ITALIANO
BRAVA GENTE I
hasn't been released here yet, but,
since Mssrs. Alpert and KDlgh! of
the good grey Saturday ReView
saw fit to put it on their best list,
I saw no reason why it shouldn't
go on my worst. The title, approximately
transl~,ted,.
mea~s
"brave Italian men, which WIU
give you some idea. It's all about
the Italians on the RUSSian .front
during World War II, and, If we
are to take the word of Mr. De
Santis and his screenwriters, the
Italians made out so badly in the
war because they were such a
nice
understanding
bunch
of
guy~. Seems they' were always
fraternizing
with
the RUSSIans,
singing the "Internationale"
with
the men, saving the women from
firing squads, and constantly making derisive gestures behind the
backs of their German colleagues.
who are depicted as the worst
conglomera'tion
of
bumptious
clods since the screen days of Helmut Dantine and his Storm Troopers from Central Casting. This is
one hell of a way to repay your
war debts.

CUT OUT, PASTE ON BOARD, HANG OR TACK ON DOOR

Use this sign when reading
any modern library book
listed here:
(new titles)

DANNA

KARENINA

by Leo Tolstoy

$2.45

o OUR
LADY OF THE FLOWERS
by Jean Genet. . ..
.. . .
. .....
o SELECTED
COMPLETE POEMS and
LETTERS OF

$2.45

MICHELANGELO

MOST OF THE REST of the list
is obvious.
Shakespeare
Wallah
you've probably never heard of,
which is just as well. I saw it at
the New York Film Festival, and,
despite some puzzhng favorable
notrees, it has since disappeared,
which is, at the very least, honorable. I should also mention that
I intentional1y missed quite a few
obvious candidates-The
Sound of
Music. The Greatest Story Ever
Told, The Agony and the Ecstasy
-but they are still there in spirit.

Ed, by Gilbert & Linscott.

o CONFESSIONS

$2.45

OF

FELIX KRULL
by Thomas

Mann

$2.45

o SHORT
STORIES (Vol, II)
by Leo Tolstoy.. . . . . . . . . . .
. ... $2.45

o THE

ADVENTURES OF
AUGIEMARCH
by Saul Bellow

o PARODIES-An
Anthology
Ed. by Dwight Macdonald

IT WASN'T. IN RETROSPECT.
a terribly exciting year, but the
prognosis for '66 looks a bit better: Truffaut is finally
filming
FarenheiJ 451, with Oscar Werner
and Julie Christie; Resnais, after
a lengthy silence, has three films
projected, including
the
Iongpromised Adventures
of Harry
Dickson; Kubrick's 2001: A Soace
Odyll5ey is shooting now in England; Godard has at least two
films set; Bergman is reportedly
almost ready to start filming a
new script.
And a good New
Year to you too.

$2.45

$3.95

(current favorites)

o by,SWANN'S
WAY
0 THE SOUND AND FURY, o THE TRIAL
II>,Franz Kujka,
.. $2,~
Marcel Proust., •.........
$2.45 AS I LAY DYING
o LIGHT IN AUGUST
by William Fau!knor .....•..
$2.45
o
COMPLETE
TALES
AND
by William F"ulhn~r..•..... $2,45 0 INTRODUCTION TO
POEMS OF EDGAR
o THE PLAGUE
ARISTOTLE ... . ..... $2.4.';
ALLAN POE
.$3.95
by Alb~'1C"mou..
.
$2.45 0 DIARY OF A
o OF
HUMAN BONDAGE
YOUNG GIRL
OLEA VES OF GRASS
by W. Somerset Maugham
$1.95
by Anne FrtUlk
$l.S!>
by Wolt

WI>ijman

.$2.96

Bring this list to us, we'll
give you an extra sign.

The Kenyon Singers will perform ([ joint concert tomorrow
niqht with the Choir of Notre
Dame College. a girls' school located in Cleveland.
Admission to the concert is free,
however, a dance will be held
aflerwards
for which $1,50 fee
will be charged.
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